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Touch Display History

● 2014 Bond Planning
Conducted Cost Comparison of Display Options
Changed A/V Standard to Touch Display for 
Classrooms

● 2017
SFA, Ross and Davila Addition included Touch Displays 
as part of the 2014 Bond

● 2018 - 2022
Campuses have installed 357 displays using their local 
and title funds as available

● 2020 ESSER 2 Committee
With the focus on Teacher Instructional Technology, 
Touch Display’s were added as part of ESSER 2 at 
approximately 2.5 million for all classrooms.



Instructional Feedback

“The Newlines have provided a lot more opportunity to engage students 
and has streamlined instruction. It has improved effective use of 
classroom technology and is more intuitive than the previous interactive 
boards”. Lane Buban, BHS Principal

“ I love the classroom tools set that is on the newline boards! They help 
me keep more efficient pacing during lessons and activities along with 
being able to more easily organize notes for students to understand.” 
Tierney Hurst, Algebra I BHS

Allie said that she likes the Newline better because when you are doing 
a problem it is a lot easier to work with when you make a mistake.” 
Jacob said “You don't have to use a different tool or change the settings 
to erase, you just have to change your hand position.”
 4th Grade students in Karen Rossman's Class at Henderson

"I love how big the screens are so even the kids in the back of the class 
can see. I also love how 2 people/students can write at a time. This 
makes for great instruction when you can show 2 students solving the 
same math problem different ways at the same time." 
Whitney Powers, 5th Grade Teacher at Rayburn

"I really like the boards. I like that at any point I can jump to my 
whiteboard, that I can write on the screen and it doesn't freeze my 
computer. This gives me an advantage for some things like let's keep 
this information here and let's scroll up, read this part. That's kinda cool. 
I've used it so much more than my previous board because I didn't use 
it at all. The quality of the screen is amazing. It always looks great. I like 
that it is its own computer too. I mirror the screens, I don't extend the 
screens so I actually use mine as much as I can." Sheila Bracken, 8th 
Grade Teacher at Davila

RHS AP English

RHS English 2



Instructional Feedback

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1QqdSAzAoBnKhbuEbNCs0QD_KnAUxQ9z6/preview


Installation Cost Estimate

● Initially Estimated 2.5 Million for District 
Wide Installation 

● Completed Walkthrough at all 
campuses to determine needs.

● Requests were sent to 3 DIR Vendors 
on  1/27/22, 2 vendors respond with 
quotes 2/10/22.

● Winning bid totalled $1,864,216.08
● Since the bid, some boards have been 

purchased by campuses so quantity 
has been updated for this presentation.

● Plan to split fund with Title Funding 



Questions?
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